MINI CLUBMAN ESTATE 1979
RESTORATION PROJECT

Restoration work lovingly carried out by Björn Beyens and Peggy Leader from the Mini Fun Club Belgium.
OPTIONAL ON THIS CAR AND ALSO AVAILABLE AT ANGLO-PARTS

- Oil cooler
- Hi-Lo suspension
- Inox exhaust
- 13” Mini Lite wheels
- Black roof interior
- Alloy handle set
- Central door locking kit
- Wheel arch set (Sport pack)
- Lumenition ignition conversion
- Metro 1275cc engine & Double Weber Carburettors
- Polyurethane bushes: Front & rear suspension and engine

If you are going to start a restoration project or need parts for a classic Mini, also see our Mini PDF catalogue. This catalogue contains all parts specific for Classic Mini 1969 to 2000. It can be downloaded from our website homepage under catalogues.

The restoration work on this Mini Clubman Estate was a major operation, as you can see from the photo of the car before work started.

© All photography: Björn Beyens, Peggy Leader and Anglo-Parts.

Björn Beyens: General restoration, engine rebuild, bodywork rebuild, paintwork and interior.
Peggy Leader: General restoration, dismantling and rebuild.
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